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nineteenth century1, yet in general the system of public
markets, apart from Blackwell Hall, retained its former
importance only in Yorkshirea. The West Country clothiers
ceased to expose their goods for sale in local markets: as
merchants they dealt directly with their foreign customers
or employed the agency of London factors to dispose of
their goods3. The Yorkshire clothiers, on the other hand,
carried their cloth to market where they sold it to merchants4.
In the seventeenth century Wakefield was considered the
greatest cloth market in the North of England 6, but in the
next century it was eclipsed by Leeds. Originally the market
of Leeds was held upon the bridge of the river ; later it was
removed into the High Street. Vivid accounts of the market,
written by Thoresby, Defoe and others, have come down
to us, and they all dwell upon the same features : the long
rows of stalls covered with cloth, the manufacturers ranged
behind their stands, the merchants passing along and making
purchases in ' profound silence ', the bell ringing at the end
of an hour to indicate the close of the market6.
In the eighteenth century several cloth halls were cloth hatts,
erected in Yorkshire towns to take the place of the open
market: at Halifax in 1700, at Wakefield in 1710, at Leeds
in 17117. As industry developed larger halls became
necessary—for example, a second white cloth hall was
opened at Leeds in 1755, and a third in 1775 ; in addition a
hall for coloured cloth was built in 17568. Many clothiers
did not possess stands in the halls, but were allowed to
expose their cloth for sale on payment of sixpence for each
1	All the Year Round (ed. Dickens), xiv. No. 340, p. 321.  See also Defoe,
Tour of Great Britain (ed. 1724), i. Letter iii. 83.
2	Stourbridge Fair remained the great annual fair for cloth: infra, p. 89,
note 4.
3	Parliamentary Papers (1802-3), vii. 347, 382.
* Ibid. (1806), Hi. 49. Cloth was also bought by factors acting on
behalf of merchants residing in London or in other parts of Yorkshire:
Heaton, The Yorkshire Woollen and Worsted Industries, 204, 271, 383, 387.
5	House of Commons Journals, xii. 79,  100, 125;    Victoria County
Historv, Yorkshire, ii. 414.
6	Thoresby, Topography of Leeds (1715), 14, 81;  Defoe, Tour of Great
Britain (ed. 1727), iii. 86, 116 seq.; Watson, History of Halifax (1775), 68;
Hist. MSS. Comm. Portland, vi. 140;   Parliamentary Papers (1806), iiL
page 9 of the Report.
7	Thoresby Society Publications, xxiL 135, 137.
s Heaton, The Yorkshire Woollen and Worsted Industries, 366-373.

